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The Input Overload

By DR. W. G, RICE
Experimental psychiatrists are
studying what they call "inform ation systems". These systems
begin with single neurons extending to complex networks in
a single organism, to two organisms (who have to com municate), then to groups . B.y
putting in stimuli at increasing
rates at one end and measuring
the out-put or responses at .t he
other end, they are able to
assess the efficiency of the
system. The simple systems
are the most efficient (having
fewest decisions to make). The
comp 1 ex systems involving
choices, coding and decoding of
information, and such things a~
"noise" and "distortion" are less
efficient in amount of information (or "bits") per second but
maybe more efficient in quality.
All, however, have one factor
in common. If a system is overloaded by the increase in the
rate of information fed into it- whether it be a neurone or a
group- -the output levels off, and
if the increase in rate of input
continues, the output (or response) actually fa 11 s . Any
medical student can verify this.
Dr. James G. Miller, Pro(Continued on Pag.e 8)
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The ABC's Of
The Sixth Sense
By CHET KANAVAGE
We inmedicine know the value
of the five senses - - the senses
of touch, sight, hearing, tasting
and smell. No other profession
demands the development of
these facets as does medicine.
From the very first day in the
freshman year of medical school
throughout the lifetime of each
doctor, the degree to which he
has developed these qualities
w i 11 partially determine the
success or failure of his career.
And yet, though medicine has
made tremendous strides in that
direction, the practice of medi-cine is still not a true science,
but depends tremendously on the
art and skill of the practioner.
How many diagnoses the old
family doctor made just because
he "felt" there was more to the
patient's problem than met the
eye. If he were called upon to
give a physiological or anatom i cal explanation as to why he
made this specific diagnosis,
he would not be able to defend
his position and yet, he would
have made the correct diagnosis
as time and lab studies would
(Continued on Page 11)
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A Southern View Of

Endocrinology And

Medical Aristocracy

The Scriptures

By ROBERT MARTIN
There comes a time in every
young man's life when he must
venture beyond the confines of
hi s homeland to explore the
world away. Momentarily the
tenacious grasp of his familiar,
country is relaxed for his explorations. In this event, New
England is his destination; it,
to .the small town southerner,
appears not unlike the great
Northwest to Lewis and Clark.
Its auspicious monuments of intellectual traditions and enlightened leadership like the forests
of those pioneers are everpresent reminders fo the southern boy of his humble beginnings. But curiosity overwhelms trepidation on such a
journey. Is New England and its
Ivey League all its put up to be?
What makes this area of the
country appear so different?
And, more specifically, what
ar.e the differences between the .
way of medical things in New
England when compared to those
of the South? This essay is not
exhaustive in its treatment of
these questions, but it attempts
(Continued on Page 10)

By DR. R. B.GREENBLATT
In my lectures on Endocrinology
over the past twenty-five years,
I have often equated Biblical
maladies with modern endocrine
disorders, some philosophic or
psychologic happenstance with
hormonal drive, or changes in
the course of history with some
circumstance or illness. If such
digressions seemed to fascinate
my listeners who were avid for
more knowledge of the classics,
of history, of the Bible, a need
was filled, a necessary complement was provided for the edu cation of the young doctor. For
I feel quite certain that Chau c er' s reference to the Physician
in his Canterbury Tales, "he
read but little in the Bible", is
a failing common to those of high
and low estate as much now as
it was five hundred years· ago.
Historians and archeologists
reconstruct the story of the past
from pottery, painting, sculpture
and the written word. The most
cogent of them all is the Bible.
Considered exclusively as a
sacred and inspirational source,
its enormous secular potential
(Cont inued on Page 7) .
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Sa.ma Eaton Awards

The Sixth Annual SAMA - Eaton
Medical Art Award program is
now open to entries from photoBy FREDDIE WILSON
graphers and illustrators, both
amateur and professional.
The SAMA-Eaton Awards are
Pre-Med Day was held on Sat- inconvenient; cannot be changed· granted annually to the best
urday, Oct. 12 and was attended by the students or the admini- entries in medical photography,
by over 160premedical students 1 ~s=t=ra=t=i=o=n=.==========;flphotomicrography and medical
and their advisors. The students 11
illustration.
seemed duly impressed by the
Applicants may be either meddemonstrations but depressed
ical students, interns or resiby the food in the cafeteria. A
dents -- in the amateur class;
favorite was Dr. Ellison's deprofessional photographers
monstration of the heart-lung
affiliated with a medical inmachine. Plans are also being
stitution or students at a school
made to hold a Parent's Day,
of medical illustration -- in the
possibly in November.
professional division.
There has been some confusion
Prize-winning entries receive
concerning whether some stucash awards, ranging from $150
dents who worked as summer
to $250, plus trophies.
A 11
fellows or externs should reprize winning entries are disceive an increase in their stipend
played in a traveling exhibit
because of longevity. Unfortwhich is shown at hospitals and
unately, it is too complicated
medical schools throughout the
for me to clarify, and involves
nation.
such factor s as lack of good
THEY KEEP
Officialapplicationblanks with
planning, inadequate communi-.
details on the rules and deadcation, the specific grants inTHE CADAVER
lines are available from the
v olved, generosity of superExecutive Director, Student
vi sors, a nd the willingness of
American Medical Association,
those who figure budgets to re333 N. Michigan Avenue,
lease necessary money.
We
Chicago 60601.
would like for those involved to
Request forms for showing of!
make efforts to deal with the
the 5th Medical Art Salon are
problem more effectively (be_
also available from SAMA.
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to be held on the second Tuesday
in October at the Sta te Capitol. "
Therefore, there is no reason
to believe the State Board Examination should interfere with the
Seniors' trip to New York. The
date of graduation, though it be
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Dr. 0. Pinionated
I>ear Dr.,
I am. a junior student on the
surgery block. I think I like
surgery, but between trying to
wrap packs for dog surgery,
nursing my dog post-op (who by
the way is slowly wasting away),
and trying to catch up on writing
up patients, I haven't really had
a chance to find out much about
surgery.
There must be an
easier way. Can you help me?
Goncerned about it all.
Dear Concerned:
There certainly is an easier
way. Where have you been the
past 2years? A couple of dollars
to the right person in dog surgery will get your pack wrapped
and insure a shot of penicillin
to your wasting dog. Concerning write-ups, take your list of
patients and carefully write up
the new ones first, by the time
you do this you may not have any
old patients left. They may have
all gone home. If you do have
any old patients left, read the
chart carefully and write a one
page summary of the case, listingpertinent facts of the history
and physical.
Dear Dr.,
Lately my skin has turned
yellow and my friends tell me
my eyes are yellow. I've been
f e e 1 i n g quite tired an d am
running a fever of 104°. I also
noticed ·that my liver edge is 8
cm. below ' my costal margin.
Should I go to Student Health and
check on this?

parties except the women's
forest of esoteric and highly
fraternity. The trouble is,~ that
sophisticated knowledge.
I am a female, or at least I
Where are the professors that
thought I was. What can I do to
S HOW 0
are willing to teach us those
correct this mistake?
methods which time and use have
Mildly Confused
honored? Where are those who
Dear Mildly,
can interpret in a sensible way
What mistake? We don't make (EDITOR'S NOTE: The follow- those new findings which may be
mistakes here at MCG. If you ing artic.le is not necessarily put to immediate and sensible
have been labeled and listed as the opinion of the Cadaver staff, use in the daily practice of
a male, then obviously, you are but since it was submitted with- medicine?
a male. Forget all this female out request and is not personal We students have a tug at the
foolishness and relax and enjoy we feel that it should be printed. emotions about being a doctor
your medical education. Join ~ We encourage letters of con- which many of the medical
fraternity·
troversy concerning this or any scientists responsible for our
Dear Doctor,
article printed in this paper.)
training are trying to beat out of
I must be losing my mind . Shouldn't it be the purpose of us. They are wrong. We should
During my freshman year the the Medical College of Georgia cram our brain with every
faculty seemed to think I was so to teach us how to practice scientific fact we can get. It
stupid that it was hardly worth medicine? Does MCG actually takes only a good brain to be a
the effort to teach me. During do this? What do the physicians medical research scientist. But
my sophomore year, they tried that enter general practice feel it takes both a good brain and a
very hard to f 1 u n k me in about their training?
great heart to be a doctor.
philosophical pathology. In my
It is the function of medical
Our research scientists have
junior year my personality was scientists in great university an impressive, complex, bescruntin ized and evaluated. Now centers such as ours to devote wildering array of modern medas a senior, I am suddenly fit their efforts to research. This ical equipment.Its ingenuity and
for human company. My resi- effort (and it is a good one) has expense have become endearing
dents and professors smile at produced ih our times a brilliant charms. What is almost forme regularly and listen attent- array of new medical informa- gotten is any real interest in
ively to my questions. What's tion most of which neither the what this assortment of electwrong? Have I been paranoid medical student, nor the practic- ronic miracles is supposed to
for 3 years?
'i ng physician, is able to absorb do. Where is the sense of self Fearful and apply.
dependence on our own reDear Fearful,
There has been a mostun- sources being taught? Would
Do not be alarmed. This is a fortunate neglect of those prin - some of them replace the stethonormal situation at MCG. Just ciples and procedures of being scope by a digital computer or
consider the past 3 years as a a good physician. Medical lit- a thinking machine?
little initiation into the fraternity erature has become a literal
(Continued on Page 6)
of medicine. Youh~e survived~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the vigors of hell's fire in one
piece.
In 5 years you will
probably laugh at all this . HowLAUNDRY - DRY CLEANING
ever, if the past 3 years have
PLA~T: Druid Park Ave.
Phone RE 3-3611
made you mad, the solution is
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STARK ·EMPIRE
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Dear Dragged,
Absolutely not! You need medical treatment. It's obvious that
CO~IPLL\IENTS
MEN'S
you 're going to need more than
a few aspirin tablets and a couple
OF
of days off. Go find a doctor
immediately. From your letter
2596 Central Ave.
I would guess that you are a
WEAR
freshman student.
"WHERE FRIENDS
Dear Doctor,
730
BROAD
ST.
I'm a freshman, and when I
MEET"
came to school I received in vitati.ons to all the fraternity
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old, fr om all walks of life,
throughout the length and breadth
•.• "At this point very pregnant
lady interrupted to ask candiOf nature's fulfilled plan of trees
date's stand on Labor. "With Parking, parking everywhere
And grass or swampy space -the great strides in technological Not any space to park.
research of the past fifty years, The Lord of man in day or dark but freeze
The next, as tar her purpose
and the sterling example of that Must rest --the auto yet, but
thwarts, in hand
ne'er
great patriot Margaret Sanger,
Alone
Defeat
there is no reason why Labor
Of still
In sun
can't be nipped in the bud even
Of quiet
In
Rain
before it gets started!" Very
Or
underneath
the
moon.
Unto
generations yet.
pregnant lady walked away,
Ah
see!
acrost
the
ribbled
black
See
now
the
black
with yellow
beaming optimistically.
The
forms
that
fillthe
bysmal
ribs
across;
"Sudden stampede swept me
The palace of the ' Lord of man
away from candidate, carrying rack.
--his boss.
me along toward young lady in He prayeth loud who loves the
turnstile
key;
God
save thee, Modern Driver,
green G-string and two strategic
Both
man
and
maid
who
enter
in,
yet
green tassels dancing conservatively on top of piano. Was In fear and dread--this cage-like Who hopes to rise each morn
And glide across earth's black
rescued from herd by candi- den
Seems
ever
moving
as
a
sea,
adorn
date's campaign manager who
To
park thy Lord till sun has set.
Crowded
had seen my press badge. "CanIn heat
Admit
didate against Tidelands Oil on
In cold
Thy greed
gound that not as good as K .
Across the once free earth.
Thy loss
Y.," he said. "Favors socialism, thinks shift to left a pleasant But wait; the Modern Driver Has not settled earth's desire.
Why look'st thou so? "In an auto
occasional diversion." Thanked smiles -He
sites
a
space
across
the
tiles.
I saw the last of man still on the
him for information, made way
go."
toward punchbowl in which young
P. Christopher
lady smoking with a conservative Arise the sun one day upon the
gre~c~~et~W~was~th-~l_a_n_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------------ing. Was recognized as medical
student by very pregnant lady
OR FINDLE>; ALL I WANTEZJ
who asked if I could treat conWA!: ~ PATl£Nr. 1
servative s c r a t ch on young
lady's green -gartered thigh.
With proper dignity, admitted I
could. Took young fady out of
·punchbow 1•.. ''
Unfortunately, the notes ended
at this point, so the less serious·
aspects of the convention were
missed. When our reporter
recovers from his amnesia (a
condition which is worrying him
no end), we'll try to produce
an account of his last three days.
(Incidentally, this paper does
not necessarily endorse the
political views herein express ed.)

The Rhyme of the Motlern Driver

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a reprint from an older
edition of THE CADAVER.)
One of the ace reporters was
sent to cover the recent convention of the Free Love Society
at one of the more prominent
local hotels last week. Just before we went to press he
scrambled bleary-eyed up to
ou r de s k, muttering faint
bacchanalian c r i e s into his
three-day beard, and unburdening himself of a small parcel of
notes, slithered · quietly to the
fl'oor. After ministering to his
needs, we hurriedly unscrambled
the notes as best we could; they
read (more or less) as follows:
"Found conventi on hall on
arrival to be veritable bedlam .
Delegates swarming all over the
place in various stages of dress
and inebriation. Asked relatively conservative young lady in
green dress what meetings about, was told to hear Free Love
Pa r ty Presidential Candidate
speak. Thanked her, and after
bustling through crowd, finally
found candidate in conversation
with local magician. "Glad to
see you, " said the candidate to
magician. "Hear you're doing
wonderful things for the cause."
Magician smiled coyly, pointing
fol!rth finger vaguely in general
direction of a young lady wearing
conservative green lingerie. I
interrupted, introduced self, and
asked candidate what he thought
of chances of winning. "My
friend," quoth he, "and you are
my friend, this great party has
a consistent universal appeal to
all fellow Americans, young and
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Saina at MCG
Many students here at the
Medical College of Georgia have
very little knowledge and, consequently, an equal lack of in terest, in the Student American
Medical Association. Since 953
of our students are members, I
feel that an explanation of SAMA,
its aims, organization, and benefits is indivated.
A student organization ope ra ted
by and for medical students,
interns and residents,
the
association has these objects as
set forth in our Constitution:
"to advance the profession of
medicine, to contribute to the
welfare and education of medical
students, interns and residents,
to familiarize its members with
the purposes and ideals of organized medicinE:, and to prepare
its members to meet the social,
moral, and ethical obliQ."ations
of the profession of medicine."
"Activities
Here at MCG, SAMA is currently conducting tours for the inter viewees who have applied for admission o This project is under
the direction of White Garland,
SM S, who invites anyone in terested to contact him and to
take part in the program. Scott
MacLeod, a sophomore, is editing our student directory -- a
valuable service to the students,
wives and faculty in that it provides names, addresses and
phone numbers of almost everyone directly associated with the
medical college. The Annual
Sydenstricker Lecture,sponsored and planned by SAMA through
the guidance of Dr. Curtis Carter , is currently under the
direction of Lamar Fleming,
JMS.
The student body will soon be
polled by SAMA to ascertain the
student feeling and interest about
general practice and the problems associated with it. If this
poll indicates sufficient interest,
we shall sponsor a panel dis cussiori to deal with several aspects of general practice and
GP residencies.
So you see, SAMA at MCG is
an actively functioning organization. Through National SAMA
a member is afforded many
opportunities. One can participate in the SAMA-Sears Roebuck
Pre·c eptorship Program, spending a summer working with an
approved, successful general
practitioner and receiving $ 500
for his efforts. In national c om -

Page 5

The Inguinal Tragedy

petition, a student may win as
much as $500 for the best -orig- .
inal scientific research paper.
Through SAMA 's membership
in the International Federation
of Medical Students Association,
Dr amatis Personae: Queen
Time: The Proper.
one may travel to any of 29 Hernia, The Kink of Ileum,
The omen tum rises, discountries for a summer of work Cardinal Symptoms, Polly Uria. charging Queen Hernia disguised
and sightseeingo
The MCG
Scene: .The Right Lower in Peyer's patches and a subChapter of SAMA, with the co- Quadrant
mucous coat, seated upon a
operation of the Medical Ad- ---------------+ stool.
Anterior horns are
ministration, was host to two and 1• W • Spivey, Freshman heard.
such exchange students during Class Rep.
Enter the Kink of Ileum, wearthis past summer.
Walter
If you have any suggestions, ing the royal tunic a.
. ideas or complaints for or about
Buchstalle_r from Vienna, Austria
The Queen: How comest thou
and Keld Danoe from Copen- SAMA, notify one of the above there?
hagen, Denmark spent the sum - and you will be heard.
The Kink: By the levator from
mer here and invited us to send
Remember, SAMA is your or- the ventricular floor to the pel- ·
ganization - - your most active
students to their respective
vie f 1 o o r , s o p 1 e a s e your
schools. Anyone interested?
student organization - - but only majesty.
It is our aim to have at least with your interest and support The Queen: Thou liest ! When
can it increase in effectiveness.
one school-wide meetingwith an
Polly Uria was a-feeding the
interesting program each triducts
I saw thee hiding in the
THE FIVE O'CLOCK TWIST
mester. These will not be busicrypt.
ness meetings for most of This is Dr. Rowdy Dow standThe Kink: Ack, mein LieberSAMA's business is handled by ing in the parking lot holding one kuhn ! (He staggers against the
the executive committee which very small book in his left hand, internal pillar.)
is c om p o s e d of our chapter reaching behind himself with .Tue Queen: Aha! Thou are the
and two representatives from his right hand, trying to reach Kink?
each class who are presently as his car keys in his left front
The Kink: Aye, every inch a
follows: L. E. Brown, Pres.;· pocket.
Kink!
Carl Crawford, Vice Pres.; Bill
Seizing a spermatic c ord, he
Her mama told her so much strangulates her, quickly tying
Clark, Sec.; Hoyt Farr, Treas.;
W h i t e Gar land and Bruns on about the birds and bees that she a Gimbernat, as he sloughs
Salley, Senior Class Rep.; had a terrible time getting in- away, the Queen breaks down
and ulcerates, Cardinal .s ympLamar Fleming and Don Abbot, terested in men.
Junior Class Rep.; Scott Mac toms rushes in and reads a Blue
. . . the road to success is al- Mass. The omentum falls.
Leod and Glenn Williams, SophoI
AMA Journal 1917.
more Class Rep.; Carol Meyer ways under construction.
0

------

-- --- - - - - - - - - -·
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DOES MCG TEACH US HOW TO PRACTICE MEDICINE
(Continued
ETMH is a "referral" institution. We often receive one of
two types of patients. (1) The
crock_ that some home-town
physician has tried everything
from miracle drugs to the laying
on of hands to no avail, or (2)
The exotic diseases that a physician in general practke would
be unlikely to see a single case
of it in a life-time of the practice of medicine. Now let us
look at the "training" we get
from these two types of patients.
The crock has every test run on
him that dan be devised by the
mind of man. He is often the
subjec.t of exploratory surgery.
He is poked with needles, soaked
in tubs, forced to stay in bed,
forced to get our of bed, given
an amazing assortment of medication, and finally discharged
with us none the wiser. The
exotic diseases require that we
pore for hours over text books
and scientific articles until we
are virtually a walking encyclopedia on the disorder. We will
probably never see a case of it
again in a life -time in general
practice. Is this good medical
ed ucation designed to · prepare
us for a realistic future? Or is
it merely satisfying the whims
of our research scientists?
An externe told me a few days
ago that accidents kill more
children than the nine leading
disease causes of death in in fancy. Yet we do not even have

from Page 3)
. an emergency room!
The people of Georgia annually
pour millions of dollars into our
institution. What they want is
physicians trained to minister
good medicine, whether it be in
a large town or a small one.
And theycertainlyhave the right
to get at least something for
their money.
Many of our research scientists
strike me as having the attitude
that if it were not for so many
students hanging around they
could get something done! They
grudgingly "put up with us" so
that they can continue getting
lucrative research grants. When
they finally descend from their
ivory tower, they only want to
d i s c us s their latest project
which is generally so far beyond
the understanding of the physicianandstudentthat it is from
either politeness, or being
captive, that they have an audience after the first five
minutes.
This article is not a condemnation in toto of MCG. We have
many gifted physicians that have
a sincere desire to teach. And
most of these men take every
opportunity to pass along choice
pearls that will be a lasting
benefit to us.
This article is a plea that a
closer look be . taken of our educational program, and what it is
supposed to do.
A Junior Medical Student

," Two Aspects
Of 1llness

The Word of God created the
world ... and it was good. When
that Word became flesh and
dwelt among us, He gave mankind all the impetus necessary
to develop great hospitals and
centers ·of physical, biological
and psychological research.
Indeed, it can be said that only
in the Christian climate, with its
understanding of the Incarnation,
could such intensive interest in
things material take place. In
fact, Christianity logically leads
man to such interest, for, unlike most religi.ons, Christianity
does not oppose matter and
spirit, but sees both as the joyful creation of a living God.
As Episcopal Chaplain to staff,
students and patients here, my
role is two-fold. Firstly, it is
pastoral, including prayer and
counsel. But also it has acertain academic flavor--namely,
to encourage a realistic insight.
into the nature of ilbess. For
there are two aspects of illness:
1. the scientific, including
diagnosis, aetiology,
pathogenesis; 2. the spiritual, ineluding the meaning of the illness and the realtionshi.p between patient and medical
worker. If the first is the only
one stressed, the practitioner
of medical arts becomes simply
.a veterinarian specializing in
homo sapiens ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ When a person is ill, the whole
person is ill, and he must be
treated as such if health is to
be achieved. And therapy of the
whole person must be undertaken not only for the patient's
well-being, but for that of the
therapist also, lest he deny the
very nature of his service.
The Rev .Daniel M.Munn, Jr.
DIG THESE CRAzy DRUMSTICKS!
The Church of the Good Shepherd

Wm. N. Poinsett
Receives Medical
Art Scholarship
William N. Poinsett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Poinsett, 1719 Good Hope, is the
recipient of the W. B. Saunders
Co. medical art scholarship for
1963.
The award totals $1, 500 to be
used in two ways. Half of it will
apply toward his tuition and ex penses at the department of medical illustration,Medical College
of ·Georgia at Augusta, where
Mr. Poinsett has completed one
year of a three -year graduate
course.
Another half of the stipend is
for a ten -week, on - the-job
training period in the offices of
the W. B. Saunders Co., publishers of Philadelphia. Mr.
Poinsett will train there the
summer of 1964.
The letter advising Mr .Poinsett
of his selection for the scholarship stated, "Your superior skill
in rendering illustrations of a
variety of subjects was probably
the dee id ing factor . "
In a two-day art show in the
Georgia Railroad Bank and Trust
Co.of Augusta this month an oil
painted by Mr. Poinsett was
voted the most popular entry.
Titled "Still Life with a Silver
Pitcher, " it is being displayed
in the Gertrude Herbert Mem orial Institute of Art from June
10 through this Sunday:
Mr. Poinsett, a 1962 graduate
of Washington University of St.
Louis, is married to the former
Miss Karen Wieser, daughter of
Mr .and Mrs. J. L. Wieser, 901
West Cape Rock Drive.
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not
necessarily
an
expression
some slow, others quick; some
ENDOCRINOLOGY & SCRIPTURE.. his monumental Introduction to
the History£! Medicine (1913), of animosity but a c ommon strong, some weak; Or wondered
(Continued from P~ge l)
is often overlooked. · The study "is in fact the history of human - characteristic of the hu man how man meets the daily hustle
of s cripture in the schools of ity, with its ups and downs, its race. Such attitudes are ever and bustle of a competitive
this country has been proscrib-· brave aspirations after truth prevalent. The Hebrew poet, world, copes with rage, hate,
ed, and ways now must be found and fin a Ii ty, its pa the tic fail - Jedaiah B. Abraham Bedersi, and fear, and yet finds time for
to provide alternate oppor - ures." At all times much more born in Beziers in 1270 A .D ., love and laughter? Have you
tunities for acquaintance with. was expected than the physician wrote this maxim in his Book of , marvelled at the complex de sign and chemistry that enables
the greatest piece of literature was prepared to give, and in the Garden:
When you are in need of a
man to adjust to his ever.the world has ever known. In every generation he has been
physician, you esteem him
changing environment ?" If so,
this day when science is being both praised and damned. Job,
as a god;
you are interested in man 's
worshipped, we can ill afford in disapproval and despair,
When he has · br ought you
endocrines.
to d i s c a r d the Bible or de - speaks of "physicians of no
out of danger, you c onsider
Although endocrinology is. a
emphasize the importance of value" Qob 13:4). And in a later
him a king;
re la ti ve ly new science, enclassical literature and history day, Mark, in his Gospel, disWhen you have been cured,
in the education of our scientists plays a low regard for healers
docrinologic observations date
he becomes a human like
and physicians . To forget our as he gives this account, "(she)
_back to the beginning of recorded
yourself;
cultural heritage is as serious suffered many things atthe
history; the first, probably, was
When he sends his bill,you
for.the individual as it is for the hands of many physicians"
that of castration of animals and
think him a devil.
life of the nation. " If we are to (Mark 5:26). Conversely, Ben
then of man. But its organized
This theme is repeated by beginning actually commenced
look forward to posterity we Sira in the Spocrypha asks that
many later authors. There is a with the work of Claude Bernard,
m u s t 1 o o k back to our an - ye "honour a physician."
cestors, " has been said in a The high calling of the medical poem in Regimen Sanitas Salerni the brilliant French physiohundred ways by prelate, poet practitioner is still respected ascribed to Cordus (1468-1535), logist, who in 1878 first pointed
and politician.
and r evered by most of the which has a similar theme:
out a basic principle in endoGod and the Doctor we alike
Ma.ny analogies may be drawn civilized peoples of the world,
crinology, the concept of "milieu
adore
from Biblical accounts of various as in the words of Robert Louis
interieur." This concept was
When on the brink of danger,
functional and developmental Stevenson:
extended in 193 2 in a book by
not before,
disorders with recognized,
There are three classes of
Walter B. Cannon, Th~ Wisdom
The danger past, both are
established syndromes of to~ay.
men that stand above the
of the Body. He coined the term
alike requited
Here we have a meeting of the
homeostasis, referring to the
common herd: the soldier,
God is forgotten and the
ancient and the very new, as in
the sailor, . and the shepherd
mechanisms that maintain this
doctor slighted.
the story of Esau, wh.o suffered
constancy of the internal ennot infrequently; the artist
(From a translation by vironment. It is the function of
from attacks that we would now
r a re I y ; r ather still, the
Chauncey Leake) the glands of internal secretion,
associate with low blood s ugar
clergyman; the physician alAs
for
me,
I
am
happy to agree such as the thyroid, the ad The heart of a woman wtll be
most as a rule."
touched by Rachel's despair in The advances in surgery, in with Stephen Paget (1855-1926): renals, the gonads and others,
"It is the plain duty of us
her barrenness, and by her joy the various fields of medicine,
to aid in the maintenance of the
doctors, who are Life's
when she finally conceived. and especially in endocrinology
milieu interieur and thus . enable
paying guests, to be thankful
Men of short stature will under- a~e among the modern wonders
m an to respond and ad a p t
for what we have received ..
stand the drive that brought final of the world. Three decades
s u cc es sf u 11 y to his ever The natural dignity of our
triumph to Zacchaeus, m iddle- ago a diagnosis of adrenal gland
changing environment: heat and
w or k , its unembarrassed
aged women will empathize with failure (Addison's disease) was
co Id, food excesses and dekindness, its insight i nto
Sarah as she endured her change tantamount to the death warrant;
privations, the stresses of inof life, and many may identify the removal of the adrenal glands
life, its hold on science -jury, infection and emotional
for these privileges, and for
with Joseph, who suffered the was fatal within a week. In con strain. Hence, the important
all they bring with them ..
pangs of delayed pubescence. trast, there are now indifivuals
role of hormones, the chemical
the very heavens open,
There is also the great Ki!lg with Addison's disease or with
messengers secreted by the
preaching thankfulness o"
David, whose life from the age the loss of both adrenals who
glands of internal secretion into
The discipline of endocrinology the blood stream . Endocrinology
of fifty to his death at seventy have been kept alive for more
was one of emotional storm, and than twenty years. In spite of -has become a very important on 1y r ecently has received
whose compulsive desire to all the medical profession offers one. I will not try to define acceptance as a new discipline
prove his vfrility was a sign of today, there is a growing feeling endocrinology but I will ask, in medical practice; it met with
the male climacteric Nor are of discontent. This may be due "Have you ever wondered what strong resistance in the past.
such problems ignored ·as ab- to the economics of illness as is man, and what is woman; Perhaps this was because of the
normal sexuality or . the flat- much as to the loss of the about the secret of sex and the "mystique" that surrounds it and
chested girl.
warmth and friendship so char- miracle of reproduction? Why also because of the unwarranted
"The history of medicine," acteristic of the doctor in by- some individuals are tall, others enthusiasm engendered by Pro wrote Garris on in the p:i:etace to gone years. I suspect . this is small; some fat, others lean;
(Coritinued on Page l l)
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INPUT OVERLOAD
(Continued from Page 1)

fessor of Psychiatry at the University of Michigan Medical
School recently summarized this
knowledge in an address to medical educators which, I predict,
will be heavily quoted in the next
·few months.
Dr. Miller points out the way
in which an information system
(such as a medical student) adjusts to the input overload.
Which adjustments do you use?
1. Omission (leave out something at random).
2. Erro·r (not socially or
academically acceptable, and
rated as much worse than omission although the results are
the same!)
3. Quei~g_. (The administrator's "hold" basket).
4. Filtering (select what you
want, or what you like, or what
seems easy).
5. Approximation (almost, but
not quite. May be good enough,
however).
6. Multiple channels (divide it
up).
7 . E s c a p e (off to the Sou th
Seas, or a lost . week-end, or
the usual distractions).
8. Chunking (not the former
Chinese capital, but learning to
bite off large chunks of information. All right, as long as it is
reasonably digestible. Otherwise it may lead to obstructive
syndromes).

*****

On teaching methods

I think, said the Dean
With a teaching machine
I could have taught Oedipus Rex
All about sex
And he needn't have bothered
the Queen.
Four varieties of medical students (or faculty, for that

The Natives Are Restless

By B. E. Kneece
Our Faculty, who art the holder of _our fate and the sealer of
It appears the teaching proour doom, hallowed_be thy name.
gram at ETMH is being geared someone e 1 s es patients and
Thy examinations come. Thy
more and more toward serving c.a.rry out someone elses orders. work be done unto thy complete
to teach interns and residents The 1963-64 MCGbulletinstates:
satisfaction, as if it were poss(a commendable improvement), "403. Medical Externship ...
ible this side of heaven.
at the expense of the "paying Work on General Medicine wards
Give us this day, not less than
pee-on", the medical student. of ETMH where students are one hundred . And forgive us our
When you came down for an a~sigped to residents and act as
absences as we delight in your
interview for entrance to MCG Interns ... " (not assigned
Inabsence. And lead us n o t to
and were shown around by · a ~ and act as modified JMS .)
degradation, but deliver us unto
SMS, you were told some of the _ Are we to be deprived of these
the State Board Examiners for
opportunities offered at MCG opportunities in the near future,
their evil. For thine is the
that were not offered at many after struggling through the first
kingdom, the power,- and ability
other medical schools. Among two years longing to cross over
to make us doctors, now or perthe s e was the opportunity to the 'river' to the 'Ivory Tower'
haps never.
gain much practical experience where one can see 'live' patients,
"DIPLOMA"
in the UH emergency room and then doing all the scutt-work as i-------E_F_l_N_l_T-IO_N_S_ _ _ _.
0
on the medicine wards and all aJMS looking forward to the time Diaphragm __ Coital raincoat, .
when one will be able to write issued to U.S. cervixmen prior
clinics.
One always has more genuine on the 'white sheets'??
to honorable discharge.
It is realized that the above Diarrhea - - A gastrointestinal.
interest in good patient care
when given responsibility for the statement concerning responsi- Diastole - - Redundant ani.
patient's well-being. As a re- bility and learning also applies Waterloo --defeat of the bowels
sult one not only studies and to the Intern. It seems that both leading to a hasty retreat to the
learns more about the particular the paying student and the paid rear.
disease process, but also learns Intern could be more satisfied Digitalization -- Fingering ahow to establish desirable rap- if ( 1.) the available unused round.
port with patients and the\r facilities were utilized (why not Dyspnea--A dirty S.O.B.
families. However, this is not relocate some of the 'Research Electrolyte - - Su c c es s or to
true when one has to work-up Rooms' into the long forgotten oillite and gas lite.
unused white brick building be- Elephantiasis -- First noted in
matter).
full of s ound ~een the administ~ation build- insane midgetwho was half nuts.
Adenoid
mg and the Nurses Room, and Enema __ A do-it-yourself kit
full of .fury
Adrenoid
!)ave
more 'tea~hing beds' in the for tight wads.
Ulceroid
worry warts
hospital?),
and (2 .) there was a tp;:=::;;;;:;================~
Hemorrhoid - sitters
more rapid turnover of patients
*****
Censorship. It has been re- (surely there are many patients
Phone PA 4-7784
cently suggested that there has on the waiting list).
been administrative censorship Maybe the Assistant Dean's
of the 'Cadaver'. Not so. The Committee, for obtaining more
responsibility for content, in- revenue for expansion and decludingdeletions, is the editor's. velopement of MCG, would be
(My name appears as an ad - more successful if it were not
~lEDICAL ARTS BLDG.
visor, so I can attend the annual for the gross inefficiency of the
committee
for
better
utilization
dinner).
Augusta, Ga.
W. G. Rice, M. Do of present facilities for teaching.
Dean
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will receive a travel and construction allowance, plus other
benefits.
The Grand Prize winners in
each cetegory will win a free
trip to the AMA convention in
San Francisco next June where
their exhibit will be displayed
at the AMA 's Scientific Exhibit
Assembly.
Exhibit design will be restricted to posters, charts or equipment which may be displayed on
a peg-board and/or on a small
table.
The Grand Award winners will
be selected by a group of
nationally-known judges who
will make their selection on the
bas is of the exhibitor's ability
to effectively communicate
medical information.
Applications, with rules and
deadlines, are available from
the Executive Director, Student
American Medical Association,
333 N.Michigan Ave., Chicago.

JOKES
He: But darling, why aren't
you wearing my fraternity pin? I
She: All the fellows said that it
scratched Their hands.

I'll See You In My Dreams !
The following poem was written
by the wife of an intern.
I

My husband lies there sprawled
asleep,
His senses dulled, his breathing
deep.
He sighs and groans and turns
and then
Goes right on back to sleep again.
II

Impatient, I watch the clock to see
What time he just might talk to
me.
I hopefully, carefully clatter a
shoe
·But he only responds with a
"mummph" or two.
III

I tiptoe in, I tiptoe out,

Just waiting for him to stir about.
He does! I freeze and pray for
more.
The silence breaks with a
raucous snore.

IV
Wake up! Wake up! I long to cry,
Tho' no one will hear · but the
night and I.
And as for that body, lying so
close,
I'd almost swearhe's comatose!

And then there was the babe
who complained that all her boy
friends were like dry cleaners -theyworked fast and left no ring.

DORIS JEWELERS
FOR THOSE WHO KNOW
FINE QUALITY

RAY LACKMAN
SERVICE STATION
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WASHING, LUBRICATING
TIRES AND
ACCESSORIES
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ROAD SERVICE
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Barber Shop
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to merge into an emorphous
blob so that no criticisms of
their behavior would be sufferonly to give a biased and pered from the faculcy. He said,
sonal picture, hoping that infurther, that they were not very
terest_ will not wane in the
critical thinkers. Few, he felt,
reading.
would admit (if asked) the truth
Upon arriving at Hanover, New that many, if not most, of the
Hampshire, its most striking lectures presented in the school
characteristic is its smallness. were boring and not helpful.
It is a town of only 3, 000 in the (He quickly followed this statesummer and 6,000 in the winter, ment with the addition that some
the latter resulting from the inof the lectures were excellent
flux of students. It consists of and sighted neurophysiology as
nothing more than a single main an example . )
street and a large college camIn talking with other students I
pus. At one extremicy is Dart- found that their opinions on any
mouth Medical College with very phase of their medical education
nearby Mary Hitchcock Hospital.
were highly varied. For examThese two entities will occupy ple, some felt the teaching
our attention throughout most of machines helpful in that they
the rest of this essay, but first aided them in learning material
I want you to get the atmos- which otherwise would have been
pheric impression of a very unpleasant and painful to acsmall town, quiet, unassuming, quire. These felt that learning
and college dominated, existing biochemical formulae or anain a beautiful valley between tomical structures was rendered
Vermont and New Hampshire. easier with the machines. Others
This must not fool you into felt that this technique hindered
thinking it uncivilized; the con- the integration of the material
trary is readily in evidence by being learned, this coming
the fact that the stores charge naturally with the struggling
8 5¢ for a hamburger and French necessary in the usual learning
fries.
process. Opinions on course
Dartmouth Medical College is
matter, -the quality of the edua two year institution which
cation, and the rigor of the proemphasizes the basic sciences.
gram also varied.
Its faculty consists primarily of
One qualicy became outstanding
Ph.D's with some M.D.'s headwhile trying to glean from the
ing the departments or being
Dartmouth students their attiassociate professors with their
.tude towards their medical edumain foot in .M ary Hitchcock
cation. This was their feeling
Hospital. In the two year proof strong loyalcy to their ingram the course matter is alstitution. Apparently, the stumost identical with what is found
dents are treated very well, and
here. The outstanding exceptions
_as a result, much respect is
are their offering of physical
' transmitted between them and
chemistry and their incorpurathe faculty.
At every turn,
tion of teaching machines into
within limits, they felt that the
the course work. (A teaching
school was looking out for their
machine is an apparatus which
welfare.
This resulted in a
indicates a question to the stufeeling of unicy and a desire to ·
dent who signifies his answer
help their school when they beaccording to the choices the .
came alumni.
machine has to offer. If the
Once a student finished his two
student registers a correct an- years he was helped in every
swer, the next question is put way to get into a clinical probefore him. If he is incorrect, gram. One of the deans, an

SOUTHERN VIEW
(Continued lrom Page l)
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the students obtain the program is far from clear, I am sure.
of their choice. A working re- ,But this is the nature of language
lationship had been set up be- and a complete impression can
tween Dartm<;mth and Harvard, only be contained by visiting the
and most of the students went to- place oneself.
that school for the completion
In these last paragraphs I would
of their training. Others went like to give some idea of the
to John Hopkins, the next clerk- nature of the professional New
ship in popularity, and, . then, Englander. These people are
others to less noteworthy places. very genial for the most part,
Beca~se Dartmouth was in the but there are exceptions. At one
Ivey League, because its stu- Boston interview I had, the indents were prepared for the terviewer began by saying conNational Boards and did out- descendi!lgly (He knew nothing
standingly on them, and because about me.): "Is this the first
of the good work of past students time you have been away from
graduating from the institution, the South?" This attitude was
none had difficulties in being m ore the exception than the
placed in a clinical program.
rule, but there is an element of
In passing it should be mention- unjustified self-assurance on
ed that Dartmou'th
Medical th e part of many of the New
College does flunk out students. England professionals who find
Six or more were repeating that you are from the South.
courses while I was there, and
Rationalization or no, I cannot
some had to repeat the year. get away from the feeling that
This is striking in that a class this attitude is unwarranted.
contains only about forcy stu- The variabilicy of the quality of
dents. As far as I could sur- the New England professional
mise, the Dartmouth method of is as great as it is in the South,
determining who should be so and the good exist alongside the
fined was no better than the one bad. It seemed that many de used here.
pended on the crutch of prestige
Finally, a word about Mary for their individual worth, and
Hitchcock Hospital is in order. that their demonstrated value
It is a large communicy hospital was not so impressive. The
with a full time medical staff. Ivey League or the New England
These doctors have an interest image is like that of many things
or "stock" in the hospital, and in life in which reality and the
they do not maintain private ideal are far from coincident.
practices . In this way, the
Robert Martin
hospital takes on the form of a
"How do you punctuate this
clinic which it is often called.
s
e n t e n c e : fun fun fun worry
Its responsibilicy is not only the
worry
worry?"
town of Hanover, but also a wide
Answer:
"Fun period, fun
area of the surrounding countryperiod,
fun,
no
period, worry,
s id e . It has a very active
emergency room and is also a worry, worry."

referral center for diagnostic
problems. It is academically
loosely connected with Dartmouth Medical School though it
is within easy walking distance.
Sophomore medicine is taught
there, but its facilities are not
otherwise greatly used much by
the school.
So, this is the appearance of an
Ivey League medical school. It

"Doc, " said the old mountaineer,
"I want you should fix
up my son-in-law. I shot him in
the leg yesterday and lamed him
up a mite!"
"Shame on you, shooting your
own son-in-law I" scolded the
doctor.
"Wal, doc," rejoined the mountaineer, "he warn't my son-in-

~iM~·~.D~.,~w~a~s~in~c~h~a~r~g~e~of~h=e~lp~i~n~g~~is~s=o=s=c=a=n~cy~th=a=t~th=e~tr=u=e~p=i=c=tu=r=e~=la=w~w~h=e=n=I~sh=o=t~h=im~I=''~~~~~

the machirie
that he
must
give theindicates
correct answer
11
before he is allowed to go on.)
The Dartmouth student did not
present a unique impression.
All of them were obviously intelligent, but their intellectual
prowessness was not striking. It
did not confirm the Ivey Image
which dominates the thinking of
many southerners impressed by
those educated in the north. One
fellow I grew to like complained
about the conformity of his
peers . . He said that they tried
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ABC's (Continued from Page 2)

1 ate r reveal. Therefore, I
would like to expound on this
"sixth sense'~that our colleagues
used so freely and with so great
rewards.
The sixth sense that each of us
must develop is that of faith.
The faith in something far greater than .the mortal, tangible
abilities of man. The recognition of a power within that cann ot
be explained by re as on or l ogic .
Truly the five senses will enable
us to become mechanical mas ters of the art of healing but the
sixth sense will make
the
physician complete. The definition of faith may well be the
verse in Hebrews, "the substance of things hoped for and
the evidence of things not seen."
Faith then, may be divided into
three phases and these phases I
would like to entitle the ABC's
of the sixth sense.
The first ph~se or A, is the
acceptance of Christ, the living
God as both your Lord and
Savior. As your Lord, He is the
master of your life, the essence
of your material body. As your
Savior , He is your spiritual
satisfaction, the master of your
soul. The first phase, therefore, is in reality the initial
step in the development of your
sixth sense. Without the acceptance, there can be no further
development.
The second phase or B, is the
belief in the diety of Christ and
the birth, death and resurrection
of the King of the Jew s from the
very first time we were able to
comprehend the spoken word.
We were filled with many and
varied stories of the significance of Christmas, but, how
many of us actually believed?
Oh, maybe to the degree that we
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believed in Santa Claus but as· sterilize and pack these needles. thatman will never again revert
we gr ew in stature, did we Included in the los.::; cf personnel to the barbarism of the Spanish
really believe?
would be that group whose job it Inquisition, witness another St.
Then the third and last phase is to take all those needles out- Bartholmew 's Massacre or Nazi
of the sixth sense, the C phase, side and sharpen them on the plan of genocide, nor resort to
the complete surrender of our bricks of the building. In addi- the burning of books. The exminds and bodies to the very tion, the students would have too perience of the past reveals the
words our Lord spoke himself, much extra time from the in - fut i Ii t y and inanity of such
"not my will, 0 Father, but thy creased efficiency in the job of deeds.
will be done".
blood-letting. And finally, what
The Bible will survive, if only
Yes, we in medicine are else could provide such a won- because there is not another
supposedly learned people. We derful topic for disagreement literary work as realistic, as
like to feel we have developed and friction between you and the u n constrained and as in beyond that of just normal in- ad~inistration and provide such spirational. The whole drama
telligence, buthowcan we really good clean fun.
ofhumanity--strengthandweakfeel this way? Every day we 1-----------------1 ness, promise and fulfillment,
see examples of how little faith ENDOCRINOLOGY & SCRIPTURE birth and death, suffering, sin
we have in mankind, how little
(Continued from Page 7)
and sorrow -- is there. And the
we practice the religi.on of our :fes.sor ./ ~rown-Sequard of Paris wise scholars, when compiling
forefathers. Oh, how I feel we with his inert testicular ex_ the Old Testament canon, were
all need to take time out to tracts, and by the Russian, realistic enough to include the
develop the sixth sense. We Voronoff, who practicing in most
impassioned and
have learned the ABC's of com- Paris, promised rejuvenation voluptuous of all love stories,
mon knowledge, but how have through transplantation of the Song ~ Solomon.
The
we learned the ABC's of the "monkey glands."
Scribes unabashedly discussed
greatest sense -- the sense of The reader of the Scriptures sex as a major aspect of human
faith??
will learn much about ancient experience·
"Whoe 'er thou be,
man, who yet speaks to ·our day.
Search the Scriptures for the
thy master see;
I believe that if we heed the past, behavior of man in an age long
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